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“software is eating the world” 
Marc Andreessen, 2011

“AI is eating software” 
Martijn van Attekum, Jie Mei and Tarry 

Singh, 2019



Sources of AIML Risks

Data Model

Usage 

Scenario

(flawed data leads 

to flawed AI model)

(use the model for what it’s 

been designed and approved)

(well-designed to avoid approximations, 

bias, performance drift...)



Prompt social engineering



1.7 million first seen attacks

In a single day…

2.6 million people

60% of these attacks were over within the hour

232 country/regions

45% seen once and never again



AI Risk Management

In general

The case of Generative AI



AIML Risk Mitigation Approach 

Governance Risk Management Principles

AI Center of 

Excellence

6 Guiding Principles for 

Responsible AI 

Risk Management frameworks 

(traditional and AI RMF)



Imagine it, describe it, and builds it

Azure OpenAI Service

Content
Generation

Application
Modernization

Semantic 
search

Customer
Experience

Discovery/
Exploration

Microsoft Cloud

Power Platform GitHub Microsoft Security

Works alongside you in the apps you use every day 

Copilot

Turbocharge your workforce 
with a copilot for every job role 

Defend at machine speed Increase developer productivity 
to accelerate innovation

Dynamics 365Microsoft 365 Bing

Your data is your data

Your data is protected by  the most comprehensive

enterprise compliance and security controls

Your data is not used

to train the foundation AI models

Data and metada remain in the Europe region

Privacy & 

Security

Inclusiveness

AccountabilityFairness

Reliability 

& Safety

Transparency

Microsoft’s 

Responsible AI 

Principles

https://cloudblogs.microsoft.com/powerplatform/2023/03/16/power-platform-is-leading-a-new-era-of-ai-generated-low-code-app-development/
https://blogs.microsoft.com/blog/2023/03/16/introducing-microsoft-365-copilot-your-copilot-for-work/
https://blogs.microsoft.com/blog/2023/03/06/introducing-microsoft-dynamics-365-copilot/
https://aka.ms/SecurityCopilot
https://github.blog/2023-03-22-github-copilot-x-the-ai-powered-developer-experience/


Demystifying co-pilots:

Emerging patterns in 

leveraging LLMs



Foundation models

Data

Text

Images

Speech

Structured data

3d signals

Foundation 

model

Transformer model

Training

Question and

answering

Sentiment

analysis

Information

extraction

Image

captioning

Object

recognition

Instruction

follow

Tasks

Adaptation



Given text prompt, 

predict the next 

word
Training: Sample random texts, 

Backprop errors

Inference: Iteratively sample 

plausible completions

LLMs are trained to auto-complete text



“Alignment” to human expectations

(ChatGPT)

Plausible

Desirable



Intelligence-like behavior emerged in 
LLMs



Classified as Microsoft Confidential

Microsoft Security Copilot

The first and only generative AI security product to help defend 

organizations at machine speed and scale.   

Simplifies the complex with 

natural language prompts 

and easy reporting 

Enables response in 

minutes, not hours

Addresses talent 

shortage by extending 

human expertise

Catches what others 

miss with deeper 

understanding of events 



Classified as Microsoft Confidential

MDDR placeholder slide if needed



Classified as Microsoft Confidential

Why do we need a Copilot in Cybersecurity

Defend at machine speed and 

shift the advantage

The odds are against today’s 

defenders

1,287 password attacks per second 

1h12min median time for an 

attacker to move laterally once a 

device is compromised

The industry has failed to turn the 

tables (fragmentation, noise and 

lack of scalability)

To help address the talent 

issue and skills gap

3.4M global shortage of skilled 

security workers

Job satisfaction

Faster time to productivity



End-to-end 

security 

tooling

Evergreen threat

Intelligence

65T signals

Cyber-trained

model with 

security skills

Hyperscale

AI

infrastructure

Most 

advanced

general 

models

+ + +OpenAI
Microsoft

Security



Summary

Models are stochastic requiring 

alignment and grounding

Agents and retrieval 

augmentation ushering near-AGI-

level capabilities

Development requires extensive 

guardrails and testing

Brace yourselves for more copilots



Any sufficiently advanced technology

is indistinguishable from magic.

Arthur C. Clarke 



What are threats posed by AIML?

Failure Modes in Machine Learning

(extraction, evasion, inference, inversion, poisoning, perturbation, stealing, reprogramming, 

training data recovery, supply chain, backdoor, software dependencies exploitation,  adversarial 

physical example,  reward hacking for reinforcement learning…)

AI_Risk_Assessment_v4.1.4.pdf

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/security/engineering/failure-modes-in-machine-learning
https://github.com/Azure/AI-Security-Risk-Assessment/blob/main/AI_Risk_Assessment_v4.1.4.pdf


Best practices for AI security risk management - Microsoft Security 

Blog
 AI security risk assessment framework

 Counterfit tool (generic automation layer for assessing the security of machine learning systems. 

It brings several existing adversarial frameworks under one tool, or allows users to create their 

own)

 ML Evasion Competition

 MITRE Adversarial Threat Matrix

 Threat modeling guidance

Gartner® Market Guide for AI Trust, Risk and Security Management published in September 2021, 

“AI poses new trust, risk and security management requirements that conventional controls do not 

address.”

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/blog/2021/12/09/best-practices-for-ai-security-risk-management/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/blog/2021/12/09/best-practices-for-ai-security-risk-management/
https://www.gartner.com/en/documents/4005344/market-guide-for-ai-trust-risk-and-security-management
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